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ABS 'llHACT

CllELL's theory of ship wave resistance was founded on

two simplifying assumptions: neglect of viscosity and the

linearisation of boundary conditions. Even at the present

state of the theory the only general way to appreciate the

full import of these assumptions is the comparison with

experiment. However, a recently developed theory and tech-

nique of wave analysis permit a detailed examination of wave

spectrum in contrast with past experimental investigations

which were restricted mostly to a measurement of resistance,

and in a few cases of wave profjles. It is, therefore, now

possible to check the validity of various proposals for

semi-empirical corrections due to viscosity and nonlinearity,

originally resulting from attempts to reconcile the measured

and calculated resistance. We need refer only to INUI's cor-

rections as they include essentially most former proposals

due to WIGLEY, HAVELOCK and others.

The present paper begins with a discussion of the perti-

nence of the proposed method of wave analysis to check the

validity of the linearised free-wave and ship-wave theories,

and to solve the so-called separation (of viscous and wave

drag) proble~ in ship-model correlation. fhe basic theory is

then outlined, leading to formulas for the determination of

wave spectrum and resistance from measured wave profiles

either perpendicular or parallel to the direction of motion.

Results of experiments with a mathematical model (calIed Inuid)

follow. After establishing the validity of the linearised

free-wave theory [.]ndthe consistency of the res1J_lts of wave

analysis, ship-wave theory and experiment are compared in the

light of nruI' s corrections. Whereas the comparison of wave

resistance appears to vindicate INUI's proposals, the detailed

comparison of free-wave spectrum, however, reveals their

inadequacy. Further research is necessary, before any final

conclusions can be made.
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NOMENCLATURE

(Only the more important symbols are listed here, others

are explained in the text where they are introdueed.)

A

Av
av
TI

TI

b

C

CF T,1o
,-'-

C
T,i;V ,VI

C,D

E,P

Fr
f(?f) ,g(19)

g

ko
k,k

v
L

p

R

Re

RT,V,W
S

S

T

u,uv
V

v

vx,y,z
w,wv
X,Y,Z
x,y,z

Control surfaee ahead of the ship

Amplitude of an elementary wave

Fourier coeffieient of transverse wave seetion

Transverse eontrol surfaee behind the ship

TIreadth of the Miehell ship eorresponding to a
given souree distribution (it is used as a measure
of souree strength rather than as ship dimension)

'rankwwid th

Fourier eosine trans form

Coeffieients of frictional resistance

Coefficients of total, viseous and wave resistanee

Lateral control surfaces

Undisturbed and deformed free surface

Froude number (V/y'gr)

Speetrum of the free-wave system

Aeeeleration due to gravity

Veloeity parameter (g/V2)

Cireular wave number of elementary wave (2fflt~)

Length of souree distribution
~ length of corresponding Miehell ship

length of eorresponding lfiUi~

Fluid pressure

Resistance (or wave resistanee in ideal fluid)

Reynolds number (VL/v)

Total, viscous and wave resistanee

}"ourier sine transform

Wetted surfaee area

Draft of souree distribution
= draft of eorresponding Miehell ship

draft of eorresponding Inuid at the ends

Transverse eireular wave number of elementary wave

Ship speed (or uniform stream veloeity if ship at rest\

Perturbation veloeity due to ship

Components of v

longitudinal eireular wave number of' elementary wave

Abbreviations for wx, uy, kz

Co-ordinates moving with the ship
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a'

c( =: ya t

ß'
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y

6

Yo
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-a

v

/;v

Q

~

a

ep

CPx,y,z

NOMENCLATURE (contd.)

Semi-empirical viscosity and nonlinearity

corrections proposed by INUI

Attenuation factor for the bow wave due to

self interference of the hull

Total final attenuation factor for bow wave

Attenuation factor for stern wave due to viscosity

Total attenuation factor for stern wave

Finite-wave-height correction factor

Correction factor for additional phase shift

between bow and stern wave due to viscosity

Velocity parameter (gL/2v2)

Semi-empirical viscosity and nonlinearity cor-

rection factors to free-wave spectrum interpreted

in terms of virtual form parameters

Correction factor to B/L in forebody

Correction factor to BIL in afterbody

Correction factor to L: corrected L = (1+0)L

Correction factor for separation of stern wave

V/ave height

Direction of propagation of elementary wave

Induced wave length in x-direction

Wave length in direction of propagation

Wave number based on tank width

Phase of elementary wave

]'luid densi ty

Usual symbol for a sum

Special symbol for a sum to denote that only a

half of the zeroth term is included in the sum

Source intensity

~erturbation potential

Derivatives of cP= velocity components due to ID
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I. IN'I'HODUCTION

Background: Th1s paper 1s an offshoot of a rather compre-

'le11s1ve 1nvest1gat10n 01' tile Lutual interaction 01' viscous

and wave resistance using submerged models, geosim tests,

ViSCOU8 1V3!,:e 811rvey and 1I'ave analysis 38 principal experi-

:, c n tal t 0 0 J 8. '1':] i s 110 r L
"

a s ass i EI,n e c1 tot h e au t !10 r b y

Professor \ieinlJlui:l as apart 01' his extensive anc1 persistent

efforts to ;:a1.o tilO r:;at!lo:::atical lVave resistance theory

applicable to practical probleJ:is of s!1ip design. lt 1vaS

cYj,ectec1 to ;;,a1.o [I LJoc]est contribution to our unc1erstancJing

of t!le nature and causes oL the frequently observed cJiscrep-

ancy betwoen experimentally lueasured and theoretically ca1-

culatecJ rosista11ce, specially wave resistanco, whic~l has

pro ba b 1Y be e n t 1e mai 11 h ur dIe in ,:3 y 0 fan a p pli ca t ion 0 l'

the t:leory. L;:lphasis was laid on the exploitation 01' tnown

proposals aud tiJe eleve] opmen t of ne IV ;:lethods 1'01' eH.reet

d e t e n: I i n a t ion 0 f t!l e v i s c 0usa n d wa ver e s ist a n c e c 0Inpo ne n t s

by am analysis of tlle ,v-ake and wave pattern actually measur-

able in nadel experiment. For it was feIt that possibilities

01' the sil';1'1e resistönce test, and its analysis on tlle basis

01' FHOUUE's hypothesis, for the verification of wavc resistance

t!leory had been almost exhausted. After ab out tilree years 01'

largely experimental and partly theoretical work this study

!laS now reac11ecl a pre11m1nary conclusion and a detailed general

re lJO I' t will b e pub 1 i s h e c1 s 110r t 1 y . In t 11i s pa per I s 11a 11 be

concerned only wi th 1v3ve analysis, in fact only Hi tl! the type

01' Ivave anal:vsis we have carried out in :1ar;bur(': in t'le 1'räme-

\/orJ. oi' ti)C ai'oresaid lil'oject. 1 8::a11 bcgin with a Lrief

d i 8 C w:; s i 0 11 0 f t /1e 0 b ,; e c t i v e S 0 f t :) isa 11a 1 y s i s, V !Cn pro Ce e f:

Lo outline t'lC basic thcory in SO;:;8 detail and finally JiY'cseni

a fe\1 experL:;ent results closing wit!; a cOidparison of t!\C

calculaLed ant! neasurec! free-"ave SIJ8ctruu.

Definitions: Jt i5 not intended to hegin t le paper 1'.it'] a

definition oI tlle various concepts Lo be introcluced later in

t 11e an a 1 y s i s. 13u t I c!0 bel i e y e t !1ä t t! 1 e f 0 r LiU ] a t ion 0 f t h 0

t i t I e 0 f tl) i s pa per d e ma n cl s so !l e f u r t her el u eid a t ion (} t t !1e
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very out8et. rrhe word "Inuid" is used to denote the uncon-

ventional model forms introduced by INUI -1 in an attenlpt

to re-examin~ the validity of the existing wave resistance

theory elue to !'HCElliLLaud iL\VELOCK on the basis of his new

interpretation of the relation between hull form and the

singularity d'stribution to be associated with it. INUI's

concept is too well-known to be in need of arestatement

here. Althougtl from a strictly mathematical point of view

it may still be controversial,

justified as a heurisitc step

ments with aseries oI simple

yet I think it has been

by INUI's successful experi-

In u i d s ' 2 -.. He co nt l'iv e d t 0

reconcile the wave resistance predicted by 3 linearised

theory in an ideal fluid with that derived from measurements

in a rea 1 l'1 uic1 by po s t ula t ing a pI aus i bl e set 01' s e:li:u:iJ-empi-

rieal corrections many of which were reinterpretations 01'

former suggestions 01' IHGLEY .3 lli\VELOCK '4 , EMERSON 5

and ot'lers. As t11e present study was chiefly prompted by

INUI's impressive hut challenging work and aimed at a veri-

fication of !lis intuitive eorrection factors it was natural

to exeeute new experiments with a form already tested by hirn.

'{'h e 0 n e cle s i g n a ted b y 1 NU I asS 2 0 1 was c '} 0 s e 11 f 0 l' i t e 0 !ile s

closest to a re31istie hull form. Instead of using offsets

publisited by INUI t11e fonn was reealeulated from t!le exaetly

I,nown linear source distribution. A /1 ia long wodel of the

Inuid S~;Ol 'was uscd for all experiments. Only steady J!lotion

in snootlnmter ,vas investigated. All nUJ!ierical resul ts pre-

sented later in the paper refer, unless otllerwise stated, to

tbis Liodel. (NeeeHess to say that tlle theory of wave analysis

as presented in Chapter 11 has nothing to do wit11 INUI's

hypotJlesis and its application is in 00 way restrieted to

Inuids.) rrhe ten:is calcula ted and neasured are to be under-

stooel i11 the fibiblowing sense. rrhe word calculated applied to

t1le Jree-lvave spectrum 01' resistance 01' an Inuid implies

calcu1atio11 1'01'tlle generati11g source distribution by

HAVELOCK's theory 6 . The calculated correetions are essen~

tially those proposecl by l.NUI 2 . rrhe term "ricasured" free~

,-{ave spectrum aetually laeans 'derivecl' from the JileaSured wave

profiles by spectral anölysis höset.!on the theory to be out-

lined bere.
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Pur pose: The general purpose of wave analysis in clarification

of tlle discrepancy between calculated and observed resistance

should be evident from the foregoing. Ifuwever, there are some

asp e c t s 0 f t h e pro b 1 e m lvh ich des er v e c los er ins pe c t ion. In

view of the current interest in the direct determination of

wave resistance by an analysis of tlle measured wave pattern

it ::iay ()ppear superf1uous to dilate upon tile purpose 01' wave

analysis. Yet 1 fe()r just because 01' this passionate interest

it L,ay 1;e prudent to t()he a sober view of tlle prospects even

at the risk of damping tlie enthusiasrn of optimists 1":10 may

expect too Hluch of wave analysis. In attempting tb at I s:1311

confine mys elf to the present !uethod 01' analysis. Fortunately,

tlle on1y assu):lption involved in it can be stated in rather

simple terms. The ac tu al , measurable deformation of the free

surface at a sufficient distance from the ship is interpreted

as a general linearised free-lvave system 01' the type con-

sidered by .ßVELOCK in [6l. The inherent mathematical simpli-

e i t Y isa n a t t ra e t i v e l'ca t ur e 0 l' t Iii s e 0 TIC e pt. ,1011' e ver, i t i s

not only tantamount to the linearisation of free-waves as

SUC;l, hut also postulates t!lat at least in the region of

interest all other dis turban ces , e.g. the loeal wave associat-

ed with the sltip and tile viscous decay ana boundary-layer

interaction are negligibly small. It shou1d be notee] that the

hasic assumptioll is not automatieally invalidated by t re

certain occurrence 01 these distrubanecs in tlle vicinity 01

t re slip. il.not:leriruportant feature is trat t 1e analysis is

not boune! to any special features of tlle wave systeu 01' a

Iiurticular iwll for)':,e.:;. tlle hLLVIN puttern due to apressure

roint. I!:us f'rc<;-,;a,'et:\eory and silip-wave t:1eory can lJc .veri-

fied j)rofitably ili sf3Jiarate steps. In fact the resul ts ulrcady

ohtained by the present n:et:lOd 01 analysis lVil1 1;0 seen to

serve a t!tree-fold I~urpose.

Firstly, tile concept 01' a linearised f'ree-wave systej.,provicies

a siL1'le hut sensitive criterioll 1'01'selJ-consistcnce, liJHiely

t lC li:H{01 dispersion connecting tlle \{ave lengt;)s oJ t!le COJli-

ponent plane waves to tlle common speed 01' the steady systeu.

Unly a restrieted class 01' functions can satisfy tJlis criterion.
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'l'hespectrum 01' the system (Le. amplitudes and phases 01'

cOr:1ponent ivaves) consti tutes the degree 01' freedom which

ean bc exhausted by comparatively little constraint. Hence

by measuring redundant information on any actual free sur-

face iV"eean check to what dcgree 01' approximation the

:!Yf)()thetical model 01' a linearisec1 1'ree-wave system ean be

1'ittcd to it. One 01' the basic experiloent results to be pre-

sented later is evidence for tlie applicability 01' the

linüarised frcc-ivave eoneept to ivave system 01' the lnuid

tcsted in a reasonable rangc.

'r!ICscconc1 step is the vcrification oi' tlle actual ship-wave

tilcory by comparing the calculated free-wave spectrum alld

resistallc;C iYit/ltlle neDsured values. Any conclusions drawn

fror~ s U C!l cOl:;pari s on il'i11 be subj ect t 0 the a s sumpt ions in

t:JC theory, e.g. t!le usc 01' an lnuid to represent a source

distribution or vice versa. As the discrepancy in any case

is considerable thc real interest lies not in the verification

01' theory but 01' semi-empirical corrcctions proposed to re-

coneilc it il'ithexperiment. lNUl's corrections are particu-

1arly amcnable to such study since they can be directly in-

terpreted as luodifications to the spect~um. Detailed results

oi' such comparison will be given.

Finally there is another aspect oi' wave analysis capable 01'

in:mediate practical use, viz its applieation for the separation

01' viscons and wave resistanee frolilthe point 01' view 01' geosirn

01' Silip Liodel correlation. '1'0avoid con1'usion let g.s define

FROUDE rüsistance as tllat part 01' total resistance wh ich seems

to obey FHOUDE's law i;Thenactual geosim results are analysed.

TlIü question is whet!1er the i/ave resistance obtained from an

ana 1ys i s 01' t:le ,V3ves behind t he shmp shoulc! be id ent ica1 wi th

FIWUDE resistance. The idea 01' attenuation of the bOi{ wave

implicit in Dony forwer proposals 1'01'the erupirical correction

01' t!leorctical iYave resistance would seem to deny this and

tlle prcsent investigation does indeed reveal a discrepancy oi

t!w expected order, t:ws ap}Hlrently shattering a cheris!led

!lOpe. I silall rcvert to a detailed examination 01' tilis question

w!:ile dealin[! witll t1!e analysis 01' experiment results.



Ir. BASIC TlIEORY

The basic theory dnvolved in the present analysis consists

of three simple steps:

a) Application of the moment um tlleorem to express ship

resistance in terms of pressure and velocity distributions

along suitable control surfaces in the fluid. Rearrangement

of the expression by virtue of Dernoulli's equation and the

condition of continuity.

b) Introduction of a linearised potential to describe

the free-wave system to be expected at a control surface

away from the ship by virtue of the radiation condition.

Characterisation of tbe linearised free-wave system by means

of a spectrum and exposition of the relation between ship

resistance and free-~ave spectrum by a).

c) Application of the inversion theorem for Fourier

transforms to express free-wave spect~um and Bonsequently

wave resistance in terms,of surface profiles.

In the actual application of the theory, of courxe, the

sequence of these steps is reversed, i.e. we start by measur-

ing surface profiles, derive the spectrum by Fourier analysis

and finally calculate the wave resistance by using the known

formula based on momentum considerations.

Homentum theorem and wave resistance; Consider a ship at rest

in a uniform stream of velocity V in the positive x-direction

with the co-ordinate system as shown in Fig.1. Let the fluid

region around the ship be enclosed by a control surface with

the boundaries A - H as sllown. If p be the fluid pressure,?

the density and Vx
'

vy , vz.the components of perturbation

velocity v due to the presence of the ship, then the appli-

cation of the momentum theorem under assumption of an ideal

fluid obviously yields the following expression for the wave

resistance:
." /" )-z ) ~"., ,.2

'( 2 .1 ) R = { , , -I- ;...>-y-
I t J:. ~ -'.c- - I 1'7 -1- 9 / + l-'';- 7 d

q Cl..-~
1 <: ~

'-
\ d'

/'
,. /, \ I /" /1 I

+
-1: ; ..,,"- __ \.r'" 7 y..,-I (,..""'" ,-tz. d..,L

/ j
[) d

- 5 -
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This expressimn can be rearranged by virtue of Bernoulli's

equation:
&. (~/I )'Z z

'-

.z

l
ei l <.-

( 2 . 2) t?j:2 +? + "2
~
{ + V~J +::; -f z;

2: = Z v

and the condition of continuity:

(2.3) ef1(t/+V'x-)rijdz -f eiC ~ d2dr ;:: ~/j;(Vrvx)d~~ I~;tj:l: /,

A further simplification is possible by taking the boundary A

so far ahead that the perturbance v can be neglected. Let us

consider two special cases. First suppose that the transverse

sections A and B extend in both directions to infinity (or

eventually to the vertical side walls of a rectangular channel).

Then the contribution of the lateral boundaries C and D will

vanish and in the limit one obtains from the above equations

thc following formula for a pair of transverse sections:

(2.4) R == 1 f/ ~aj d~ -I-..zr?
(/

:1{2 -f 2:%-<-- --zJ;-.(J)df d..c--
l J/(j_,q -;;8 er / er

or introducing a wave height ~ in the form:

(2.5) R = _~

.

~ (t:~ -;- ~ (( (~~.z + V3::z-- tt-; /1 dt; dz-
-2 /.8 . ..2 ./J B c <7
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Following I~VELOCK 6 this relation is usually derived by

To understand I~VELOCKJs interpr~8tionenergy considerations.

rewrite (2.5) as:
/' 2 Y/'I

" - 4:.' V
,.'

2/
(2.6) ;fv = 1/ ~ Cl {'J' d4 .J-

I
.;;'- ~;. -f Z" +

~...t'14:c6 ~~ Zr Zj ?!z.
2 (fIS;;:;t1 .L.-1'ß ') 2:-" er '/8 ~

If Fig.1 is now understood as showing the ship to be moving

at a speed V through othenvise undistunrbed fluid and B be a

fixed geometrical surface, then the above equation represents

the energy balance for the fluid to be left of B. The Llffi

is the rate of work done by the ship on the fluid. The first

two terms on the RHS give the rate of increase of potential

and kinetic energy due to the propagation of the wave system

associated with the ship and the last term can be interpreted

as the rate of work done by the pressure on the fluid to the

left of B or as the transport of energy across the plane B

due to wave motion.

Here I have deliberately chosen to derive the result by the

momentum theorem for the following raasons: i) the analysis

is easier to follow, ii) lateral sections can be hnndled with

equal ease and iii) the importance of the condition of con-

tinuity is revealed (cf. Appendix).

Let us now consider the complementary case of the lateral

sections C and D extending to infinity in both directions.

Neglecting the contribution of A and TIwe now obtain from

equations (2.1) to ~.3) the following formula for a pair of

lateral seRtions:

(2.7) R = r;::/',11;, Vx-d~ dx-- - t2..;,] ~ Pr cL~ dJ(~...~ tI /.D ~

Of course, in case of a symmetrical distn~bance it can be

further simplified to

,r
(2.8) I?

== .2 (}
./~

1j?.~ ;:Ir dA
It is worth noting that this strikingly simple formula is

applicable only in unrestricted water. In a channel of finite

width it would not be permissible to neglect the contribution

of B even in the limit.
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The linearised free=wave potential: If the control aurface

iQ tnkon gUfficien~ly far from the ship the flow tb~rQ ~nn
oa intQ~~re~ed in tgrm§or a free-wave potential which has

the advantage of mathematical simplicity because it is only

required to satisfy the boundary condition at the free surface

but not atthe ship surface. The flow represented by a free

wave potential, if extrapolated into the vicinity of the ship,

would of necessity differ from the real flow there. But i~

.is no handicap since we can caloulate resistance in terms of

flow at the control surface. In fact that is the whole pur7

pose of tl1e introduction of the control surface. However,.u.

one concession must bc made. For the present even the free

waves can be studied only in terms of a lineariß~d th~ory.

In our co-ordinate system the most general linearised free-

wave system in unrestricted deep water is represented by the

perturbation potential:

(2.9) y V ~7! eXjJ, /~} __v~ -:.',-_? Cd:J(X + )j) + f} ~ (y -f )~; d ~-=

/-

with the notatlon

(2.10)
1

-
) ,~..t~" _ X" XO ,Sec..l- ze;. ~ -12 } Ku = 71/J/.2

/ ~ ! U = J ko sec.?. 79 ~ 9
J

Here ~and k can be interpreted as the direction of propa-

gation and the circular wave number of a component plane

wave respectively; u and ware the induced transverse and

longitudinal wave numbers. Arbitrary functions f(t-G.)and g(~)

constitute the spectrum of the system.

The linearised potential is an exact solution of the Laplace

equation:
V.:' ,p.

f:/~" + J5J + .I~r = C(2.11)

but satisfied the exact boundary conditions on thc free

surface:
/, ) '1'

-. ,P
(2.12) (V-f "";r- ~r_f-

_/ :r
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,,-

- L

(2.15)
G

or comb$ned

On 2=0

(2.16) -

The surface elevation of the general linearised f'remTwave

system is given by ~

(2.17) z
=-

_
)/
'-

.

1
<-~,~ 7 7

=- C
=

r.z
f)Slh

(
~+ v) - Cl {tJ t\ -/-.z;1}i~-:

_ ~ ~_~ L:~ ~ ~ _

.2-

The choice of the free-wave system for representation of flow

at a cont~ol surface around the ship is governed by the

radiation condition which states that free waves can trail

only aft of the ship. The result is:

~ .=:. 0 (no waves)
r.-

y -~ f- cD
i

'C = ;f
[I.r.;,p -fY)- j' 0:1 (} -fYF d

t:

cC; .g =):0/2-[j~'i~(r-f-j) -f~ (x+ Y17 cl 1>"-

(2.21)j - -I-oe i ~ = I~ /1~/~(Yf V)-qCJJ/Yf-~'~d b-
.zrL- // (I' -

These are the appropriate models of free-wave systems for

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

- <!"><-
.
I

1-

use at the control surfaces A, B, C and D respectively.

Corresponding expressions for the potential can be derived

from (2.9) by using the appropriate limits of integration.

At first sight it may seem strange that different expressions

are needed for B, C and D, although they all have the same

spectrum. The different limits of integration are not only

suggested by the radiation condition. As a typical example it

has been shown in '1f7'for an isolated source that these limits
:.-

-'

are obtaincd by starting with the known full solution (includ-

ing the potential due to the local wave) and taking asymptotic

expans ions for x -- :!:(,.~and y ~ :!: C" co us ing a method ind ica ted

by WEHAUSENr 9 , p.li777. In fact the limits depend on the
- -

angle 'vhich the control surface makes 'vith the x-axis in

exactly the way prescribed by the radiation condition. More-

over, it will be seen that these expressions lead to consistent

calculations of wave resistance. Again it must be emphasized

that this differentiation holds only for horizontally unbounded

fluid.
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free-waye ~eotrurn and rCBiBtance i ,By us ing tlle rell1tions

~lr~ady derlyed the wav~ r@~i~tDnaQ aon now b~ e~pressed in

terms of spectrum. Consider first the transverse &ection

formula (2.5). Using (2.17) it can be written in the linearised

form:

(2.22) Ä= ~~/2( ~~d)f-f;~( (~2-f~2_f;.zJdqdZ.
d )8E ~BE ~ ~ / ~

where the suffix E denotes that t~e surface BE extends only up

to z = 0 and
'x ~y' ~z are to be derived from (2.9).

The weIl lmown result originally due to HAVELOCK [6J is:

(2.23) R == vrev~1fe 2-1-J'f f- log -f-~o -;Cva.3 f) d G-
= 'i/ e r~j <:7Z /

12-1 ",2.
)
C.1-J 3 ~ c:t?

..2 -o/.d cl
where f ,g and f , gare tfue even and odd parts of fand g.

e e 0 0

This is the farnaus relationbetween s~ectru~ and resistance.

It will be seen that the same relation cam be obtained in a

simpler way by using the lateral section formula (2.7) in the

linearised form:
"/

.

(2.24) ;f=:: e/<'- ~ ~ d.cdy-- e )
1

% '? c.:i2;dr
/~ c ~ J~~~j..v t:; .

where different expressions are to be used for ~ on C and D

according to (2.20) and (2.21). Consider first the contri-

bution from C.

(2 . 25) "rp=
I

',,'9i?ZefL1 ~} ~I{lu:s y -f-J S/~ YjC#5 w-,r +!} tp-:; y - ./ .s I~ Y::
7
s';. W'-~? ~e'; 1.,r:...:i/-

- "",,',;;
'1 ' r I'.'

,
'/ ;' --i

,.,

(2.26)!f?v ~ - k~V -,'rzaJ.7:> 2;'l'p(""Y,,!-,!&/n). .s,.A '1t~~-!jt.+:1 -r.f'H/.J -:1-;.t.;-r.J
I,..

'"
.I Cl

(2.27) 9/ = 1"0V;;'li7~;:,/2){&<-"bjY - f.:;.l~ ~7CC'"";5/A/Ä--!j 5"';1Y -I-/ aJ-J Yjs"J-, .A-':r} (7!/'-.< z---

(2.28) .1/: ,.~-';;d,r- =W-l(oz.v~r7T~~p2)llZ"'i~17 6--~ff;) 01<-9-

by use of the Fourier integral theorem. Further

(0

1
00 ..-;,- V2(""'-~ Z

I
~ (1

( 2 . 29) ~;:- e, d~ 'h /' tir= 1; e 1 l/
-f t; ~J c.'<f--J

~

~',L .~"
{,

--otJ - "," (/
r- 0 , C

Similarly from D
/0 /' e:><J

./'> r.- 2 / tJ
/,.2. ~,, ) ..,

(2 30) R = - (' dz V;; t;. vi)'''' == :1 e V -Ir
/

Cd-;).!'"2'",'"
.v .

~ _ cC' _ <X> r "
..6

- {.r;; h:
(

Finally
.-r,-___

~ /'
yz

/ A2
") ,.. /I

< 1:' = .!:. ~ V I {.-f --f
?" " :-~ ",,{I d 'I.~

.,;/ ~ / r--/ "- // z
the same as HAVELOCK's result (2.23).which is exactly
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Derivation of free-wav"'e' spectrum and res istance from measure-

ments along transverse sections: The me~hodsof Fourier trans-

forms. can be used to express the spectrum in terms of surface

profiles of wave height or its derivatives along transverse

sections. For the sake of illustration let us consider two

examples: i) a strip, Le. ~ and
>x'

ii) a pair of sections.

U s i ng '( 2 . 1 9) weh ave

(2.32) r = 2iro (lIe ~//'( -~e co"SYlCdSujI +j}CJCtf5Y+/p~/~~/Ä,U;j}~,!: dll.-

(2.33) ~X'"'=2jW(/Jeu-sX' -;-jes~YJc-05u:l +l:9o~Y-/ost-%j<f:n ufJ~::dtt-

Define Fourier transforms:

(2.3l1) S;= 1-: ,g~(uJ)d~ = 2f1l}o CMX+i~.f'/i-~~l~~

(2. 35) c ~ 1: t' CrJ (Uj) ttJ = ~Y/!}e ~ ~ -Je C#jX'} ~~
(2.36) Sx--:-l: ~~(urY)d; = ~'/I}'o!j(1&n%-/0 ~~J ~ßC JJ ff
(2.37) C~ ~ 1: ~Ctn (u;) eil - --:; ,()Lle QJS~ + je ,p:-%./ tFeczP ~,
After some simplification the following formulas are obtained

for the spectrum:

(2.38) /~ = ~ ~~ /C~X + T l1-
Cr Ch)( ].291 Vt-t/ - f)

(2.39) qe ;" : . ~ I:- LCff1X + Q::-~ Cx'"~x 7d ~h a~L- ~ ~

(2.l10) I" ~':7I ~'Jr [s c~x - ~rJ= S-r- ~X}
(2.41) jo = 2~ ~ LS .!!-~x 7 r~ ~(-Sy CchX]

For the calculation of wave r~sistance we need only

L 2. 2.- L -<- .z. ,d ( A.-1-<:1: L 2.. ~2.,J2 k L ~
1

1(2.41) Te. -I~e. -f /0 -I-fo =
Lr 97''' dz/i) / ~ ~C -f

1(0
~(V,r -f-C,Y'J.

and by (2.23) and (2.16)

(2.42) 1\= ~!r/:OO(rS2-f-C~k~D ($: + C}-)}(2 - io) dL-t-

which is the desired result. It is of course understood that

measurements are made so far behind the ship that the free-

wave model (2.19) can be used. No further assumptions are

necessary. The weighiing factor (2 - ~) allolvs a simple

physical interpretation. The number 2 corresponds to the

average distribution of energy in the f~ee waves and kolk

accounts for the rate of work done by pressure or the flow

of energy due to wave motion.
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To determine the spectrum from a pair of wave height records

t.tJ<;/j) and ;rXZ;)) ,ve again use (2.3l1) and (2.35) ,vith

suffixes and introducing the following abbreviations

obtain analogous formula~ for the spectrum

and for the wave resistance from

All experiment results described in this paper 'vere analysed

on the basis of this formula. Hence the following remarks may

be pertinent. As u varies from 0 to~ , w varies from ko to X?

Hence for any given value of (xi - x2) an infinite number of

singularities of the weighting function will have to be dealt

with. However, this difficulty is less serious than it seems

to be. The actual spectrum of anormal ship form is such

that the integral c8n be safely truncated at a finite value

of u, and by choosing a sufficiently small value of (xi - x2)

the first singularity can be pushed beyond the region of in-

terest. In the limit, ~f course, this procedure leads to the

strip described earlier which is however difficult to measure.

In actual analysis, therefore, the difficulty was obviated

by measuring more than two sections and calculating the spec-

trum by a least squares fit to exploit redundant information.

.

l
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Derivation of free-wave spectrum and resistance from measure-

ments along lateral sections: At least in the case of un-

restricted water a Fourier transfvrm approach similar to the

preceding can be used to express the spectrum in terms of

surface profiles of wave height or its derivatives along

lateral sections sufficiently far from the ship. Let us

consider a few examples involving r , ;:.><' and ~, . Using

(2.20) we have along a lateral section such as C in Fig.l:

(2.50) t =- /,,'7T1Yf(bw)' CtrJ Y +Crh% ~ Y) -ß (Ch)( CtfJ y-~)' s-:
'
V)}d,f)-

(2.51)
_ ==

~~
jr/~ Y+j~Y)~.-u/)I +f~~/Y-~~ Y)u-s -w-ry:1:du...

Define Fourier transforms

(2.52) eS :=L: t ~(wr)dY- = fi(iDT$Y-f dI ~'" y)~
(2.53) C . I: t'~(w-X-)d/= Y/(/~y-?~Y)~~~

Then the spectrum can be apparently derived from ~ single

profile:

(2.54) 1=:- 1:: (S C(}-$Y-I- C ~:- y)

(2.55) j -:=:-
~';~t

(8 ~ Y-c C~ y)

The same applies to wave resistance

(2.56) 12~ j2- = ;;2 (S2-f c~(~~i2-
and using (2.29)

(2.57) Re = ,zet- l°°(s 2..
J. c.2.} 4

J
r/I- /(q-i:7 dar-f

ko I.J th~ zq2.

In a similar way the following formulas can be obtained from

Fourier transfonns of ~rand ?je .
(2.58) R.e: =-(~ß7I)tot>C(S';r-~rC; );;2> f~ - ~~ --1

du,

(2.59) Rc =fo//2Y1)L:(Sc;-C!;)t.,: du;-

(2.60) /?e- = (eq/~'F)j'~ /S~.t -r {-GI _ko2.. __r{ur
er, ;/

~ L' (I j J -w-'t ]/'W'2.jk,,~- -1
'

An obvious difficulty arises if one tries to apply these

formally derived formulas in practice. If the integrand is

not to vanish at the point w = k the formal Fourier trans-
o

forms can not converge since the weighting factor becomes

zero at that point in (2.57), (2.58) and (2.59). Only the

formula..(2.60) is immune.

I
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On the other hand the weighting faetor in formula (2.60) has

a singularity at w = k . This is indeed quite ~eleome. Foro .

it'i~ known from MIClillLL'stheory that for anormal hull

form the integrand of the wave resistanee integral in w has

an integrable singularity at k , whieh disappears on trans-
o

formation to u. Henee we rewrite (2.60) in u.

~_ R. , - ~ (~~ .2.)k~~, '1
du-(2.61) c - 2<Jl~ (~ -f-Cjt /~" (.2-koY~-l,)

Now we have a reasonable weighting funetion beginning with l/k 2
o

at u = 0 and dying out strongly as u -;> OQ . Sinee the inte-

grand is known to be finite everywhere we may expeet the

Fourier transforms Sand C to eonverge, thus providing ay y
method of wave analysis whieh may have a eertain teehnieal

advantage over the transverse seetion method beeause lateral

profiles are easier to measure. However, this result should

be evaluated with eaution as until now no praetieal experienee

has been gained with this formula. For the sake of eomplete-

ness it should be noted that in ease of unsymmetrieal dis-

turbanee at least one lateral seetion on eaeh side must be

analysed to obtain the full speetrum and wave resistanee.

Diseussion: It may be of interest t6 eompare the preeeding

theory with the various reeent proposals of wave analysis

such as those made by lNUI [10J, KORVIN-KIWUKOVSKYC11] ,

TAKAHEI [12J, EGGERS [13J, WARD 0-4J and GADD and HOGBEN [152
'

all based more or less on a similar free-wave eoneept.

However, I am refraining from doing so beeause most of these

authors will themselves present their viewpoint at the seminar

and the diseussions.there should provide ample op~ortunity for

eomparison. But the analogy with the treatment of EGGERS will

be obvious. 11hereas the theory presented here applies to un-

restrieted fluid, EGGERS' analysis is based on the eoneept

of a ehannel of rectangular eross-seetion. As far as the

transverse seetions are eoneerned the two analyses are equi-

valent sinee a gradual passage from one to the other is

possible. But the treatment. of, the la"ter,al.seetionsis"eoru,
~. .,:".,''', f:-.

~-"'-!~ ~ ..
~:-:..~"

~,~,;'k_,~.\..tt+ 1.~\;!:j!~i:-~~'te ; ;F/''~-::O:'" .j"- ~ ~,,'';-1~_ ~_~ ',"I~ ~.~~. ',.'~'>"'It.

pIementary rather than equiva1ent in so (al' as E~WERS f
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formula applies only to a tank of finite width and the

present approach is valid exclusively in unrestricted

water~ No practical experience has been gained with either

formula but I feel the following argument may serve to

elucidate the common and opposing features of the two formu-

las. Both formulas have in common the fact that integrals

mus~~be taken strictly over an infinite length, and the hope

that in practice a finite length would suffice to obtain

fairly steady values. But the convergence criteria are quite

different. EGGERS' formula takes advantage of the almost

periodic character of the free-wave system in a tank ~nd it

is the quotient of the integral and the length of the profile

which is supposed to converge in the limit. Hence it would

probably work best in a long and narrow tank by making use

of the repeated reflections at the tank. walls. On the other

hand the integral itself must vonverge in the fomula derived

here and this is possible only in unrestricted water or in a

sufficiently broad tank if steady values can be obtained '~4.

before the first reflection. Finally it may be noted that

EGGERS' formula postulates ideal reflection at the tank

walls whereas the present formula requires ideal absorption.

111. EXPERIMENTS

It is considered beyond the scope of this paper to describe

the details of experiment procedure or to reproduce the data

obtained directly by experiment. But a few general remarks may

be called fv~ to facilitate understanding of the following

analysis of results. Fig.2 shows the salient features of the

wave measurement actually carried out. The same ~odel was towed

in two different tanksand surface elevation was recorded by

different means. Fig.2 shows the range of speeds investigated

and the region of measurement in each case. By the stereographie

method as many as 31 transverse sections were evaluated from

a single stereogram but in the large tank only about 5 trans-

verse sections were recorded for each speed using asonie wave

transducer mounted on a cross-carriage on the towing carriage.
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IV. ANALYSIS

We shall now deal with the analysis and evaluation of the

results of experiments actually carried out with the Inuid

S201 in the Hamburg Towing Tank. The basic theory needed for

this purpose was outli-ned in a preceding chapter in terms of

unbounded fluid because it enabled a symmetrie treatment of

transverse and lateral sections. Further it was mentioned

that for transverse sections a'passage to the case of a tank

of rectangular cross-section is possible and would lead to

results equivalent to those communicated earlier by EGGERS ~~.'

Introduction of tank formulas: Let us convert our formulas to

the case of restricted water of infinite depth and obtain

expressions essentially identical to those of EGGERS. The

procedure ~s quite simple. The well-known effeöt of the intro-

duction of tank walls is that the continuous spectrum degene-

rates into a discrete one uniformly spaced in transverse wave
. .

number u. The formal procedure consists of a variable trans-

formation from {).to u and substi tut ion of a sum instead of.

the integral with'~u = n/b. Thus we obtain from (2.9) the

general linearised free-wave potential for a tank of width b

Q ~4v- ;; t \ kr.c '1.~ 8~y ~. ;;. i1
)

f.zJ/-I{=

(Li. 1) cf =~f.c ~v tiJ.sWj,,{:t'- ;;;JAje Löttt,..j+V
2~==1 w~'Y-1

~w;.Y-1(',1-~t_1 e S'Vf~v-"

from (2.17) the corresponding surface elevation

""'"

~

(4.2) t =
~o

Ry s~w~ f'- fJCllS Uj! j 1-?~4 B-zr-"
~, tA/:;'v--tf- E,zy-Jrt'r, ":;u-~j

andfrom (2.23) the wav~ resistance

(4.3) R. = ~ :2 11: 12 _..b-) r ~ S B2 (z - jrz -
.)

.

:t .Y==0
{~

kv "8 .2,1=4 .zr -'I (A.
k..z';-4

while the relations (2.10) yield the connections between the

wave numbers
2.VTV //.2. C . j)

--;;- = Li J/, =110 6.ec v'v.s 1+1 7)'-}'

(4.4)
:w; - =U/y- -==~ sec Jl-v

k 11" -d(Y =: ktJ Sec
2. tSl-y

IIere the stylised symbol Z is used to

the zeroth term enters the sumo

a;-~JI-if_ /, ,z/J 'IJ
/1

b - U2"'_", = 1117sec ~y_.t'Jm~V_-1

tAT 1/
j)

",20/-4 =11:0 sec Z7.z. 't'-1

A2V-/l= kf7 ~RC~.2 J,t _.,

denote that only half

[
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The above 'expre.ss,i9~~>-. ~c:n be.st b,e interpreted in terms of

elementary waves in a tank (Fig.3). E~ch elementary wave

is c6mposed of a pair of conjugate plane waves moving with

veloci ties Vcos () in the directions + {J-. The resul ting

pattern moves with a speed V along the x-direction and

satisfies the tank wall condition along the longitudinal

anti-nodal planes. Different configurations are shown in

Fig.3 which also illustrates the different wave numbers.

It is noted that each' term in (4.2) represents an elementary

lvave, the int egra 1 va 1ues of tanJi: wave number y 1eading to

symmetrical cross-sections and semi-integral values to anti-

metric cross-sections.' A general free-wave system in atank

can be considered as a linear combination of an infinite

number of discrete elementary waves, each of which is charac-

terised by a wave number " , amplitude Av orB2\J=1
'

and

phase ~y or ~2Y-1 . The last two quanti ties together consti-
tute the spectrum. The concept of an elementary wave is

fundamental to the subsequent analysis.

.'

The equations (11.1) :bhrough (4.11) reveal the immense advan-

tage of the tank formulas over thc unbounded fluid as far as

numerical treatment is considered. Integrals are reduced to

sums and Fourier transforms of r; , ?; x can be ca1culated by

Fourier analysis as pointed out by EGGERS. As far as practical

application is concerned there may be two interpretations to'

the use of tank formulas. If the wave sections to be analysed

are perceptibly affected by tank walls as in the case of the

small tanJi:in Fig.2 the use of tank formulas with the cor-

reet tank width .is imperative and exact. However, if the

region in question is apparantly unaffected by real tank walls

as in the case of the large tank in Fig.2 a tank formula with

a sufficiently large hypothetical width can still be employed

by way of numerical approximation. For example, a given set

of measured sections was analysed using three different hypo-

thetical tank widths including the asymmetrical case shown

in Fig.2 and completely consistent results were obtained.

This result was discovered rather accidentally, but now with

the advantage of hindsight it appears to be perfectly natural.
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Verification of linearised free~wave theory: A criterion for

checking the applicability of the linearised free~wave theory

to actually measured wave sections mentioned in the Introduct-

ion will now be derived. Rewrite (4.2) using (4.4) as
00 C>O

<7;-6' J y
(4.5) S = 4 Q}.d~ .2~V , + 2 6,2V~1 .!/n.. // '.2Y:1L-ff_

v=o 0 ~Y:4 u
It is evident that the Fourier cosine and sine coefficients

ay ,b2Y_1 must be prescribed functions of x

(1i.6) Cly == AVs;..,Wv(K- I v) i 0..211-1= B.zV-1 .J~(x-- s..2v-.,) .

that is sine waves of predetermined periods 2~/wy , 2IT/w2Y_1

Two measured sections will in general suffice to determine the

unknowns A'Y ,5y etc. and fix the who 1espe ctrum. If more than
two sections are measured the consequent redundant information

can be exploited to verify the applicability of the aSBumption

(4.2). For one particular case (Y = 10 ) as many as 31o
stereophotographically measured sections were analysed in this

way and the dispersion criterion applied to the first 30

Fourier cosine and sine coefficients. In all Cases where any

significant amplitude was measurable the correct wave length

was observed although for higher coefficients the test was of

necessity inconclusive. Fig.4 shows a typical result. The

importance of this result for the present analysis can hardly

be overes t ima ted. Firs t ly 'it can be inte rpr eted a s a
.
gmst ifi-

cation of the basic assumption although it must be pointed out,
that nonfulfilment of the above criterion would not have dis-

credited the linearised free-wave theory as such, in view of

other possible distnnbing factors like i) local wave of the

Sbrep~dli) viscous effects and iii) experimental errors.

Secondly it points a vay to eliminating just such errors by

.analysing more than two sections and calculating the spectrum

by a~ least squares fit. An examination along these lines

brought out the important result that with our data at least

five sections were necessary to get steady values for the

spectrum. i

Fig.5 shows a comparison of the spectrum obtained by testing

the same model at about the same speed but in two different

tanks and measuring the wave sections by different techniques.
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The small tank results shown by open dots ,vere averaged from

the 31 stereophotogramnetrical sections just mentioned. The

large tank results.were derived from six sections recorded by

a sonic wave transducer by u~ing the real anda hypothetical

tank width. In order to correlate the different tank wave

numbers the spectrum is plotted on the transverse wave number

u. However, the actua 1 lI-s ca 1 es a s weIl as sca 1 es for wand 8
are added for the sake of comparison. Correlation of amplitudes

was achieved by plotting k bAv instead of Ay . It will be noticed
o

from (4.6) that the phase ~ cannot be determined uniquely. By}.)

convention the value closest to the point of reference (in this

case the stern) is plotted in Fig.5 thus explaining th~ stepsi

Following conclusion is made. Provided a sufficient number of

sections (five or more) is available to eliminate statistical

errors the present analysis yields a fairly consistent spec-

trum which is reproducible, insensitive to the measuring tech-

nique and invariant with respect to change of actual or

hypothetical tank width.

The next logical step wobld be the verification of ship-wave

theory by comparing the calculated and measured spectrum. But

let "a first pause to compare the integral effect of the

spectrum, namely the wave resistance.

J

Comparison of wave resistance: 'The comparison of wave resistance

is a ticklish affair because apparently there is no rigid de-

finition of wave resistance in a real fluid (cf. BIRKHOFF et

al. [7J). Nevertheless an attempt has been made to evaluate the

significance of the resistance calculated from the measured

free-wave spectrum by comparing it with what are conventionally

called calculated and measured wave resistance. Curve 1 in

Fig.6 represents the ~ave resistance of the generating source

distribution of the Inuid 8201 calculated by I~VELOCK1s theory.

Curve 2 has been derived from the total measured resistance

by use of the lIUGI-IE8[8 J (1954) friction formulation for

estimating the viscous component. The assumed form factor of

1.18 is essentially confirmed by resistance measurements at low

Froude numbers, tests with submerged models, geosim analysis
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and wake analysis. Semi-empirieal eorreetions have been

devised by INUI [2J to reeoneile ealeulated and measured

eurve by taking aeeount of viseosity and nonlinearity in terms

of modifieations to the free-wave system. They ean also be

used to prediet the resistanee of the free~waves behind the

model. The eurve 3 has been obtained in this way by using

the valu.~sc'published by INUI [2) for the model S201. The reason

for the diserepaney between 2 and 3 is the attenuation of

the bow wave during the propagation along the ship. Aeeording

to INUI if ;B be the theoretieal bow wave then the aetual bow

wave is YCB at the bow and aCB at the stern. ,Cons:quently if

RB be the resistanee of the bow wave alone, the diserepanee

betw'ffen 2 and 3- will by (y2 - a2)RB . Although this idea

is implieit in the proposals of INUI and his predeeessors, who

have almost all used a bow-wave attenuation faetor, it has

rarely, if ever, been stated. This is rather surprising in view

o~ its implieations to the prospeets of a sue~essful waved

analysis behind the ship.

Finally Fig.6 shows the points 4 being the result of the

wave analysis aetually earried out for 15 speeds over the

entire interesting range of Froude number. It is seen that

the resistanee obtained from wave analysis is generally lower

than the eonventional measured wave resistanee, the pereentage

diserepanee being greater for lower Froude numbers. On the

other hand the agreement between the predieted and aetual

result of wave analysis is remarkable thus supporting the

above argument and apparently vindieating INUI's proposals.

llow~ver, it should be pointed out that the above argument is

only one way of explaining the differenee between 2 and 4

The influenee of other assumptions involved in 2 and 4

should not be disregarded. The agreement between 3 and 4

should be eheeked not only in resistanee but over the whole

speetrum before drawing final eonelusions. This will be done

presently but it is first neeessary to study the theoretieal

free-wave speetrum of the Inuid and how it is affeeted by

the various eorreetion faetors proposed by INUI.
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Theoretical free-wave spectrum: The source distribution

associated with the S'- series Inuids is given by (cf. [2Jp.193)

(4.7) 6 = (8ßV/L~)\
over the surface -L/Z::= Y" ~ L/2 i - T:=:= .c .0<:::::0 i j'=0
and zero elsewhere. Here B is the breadth of the corresponding

Micheil ship and not. the Inuid. We shall however retain this

symbol-as a convenient measure of source strength, especially

in the form B/L. The free-wave system of this distribut'on in

a symmetrie tank of width b is easily calculated (cf. EGGERS

n~? pI 105J)

~ =_~ 6L;-8
2.

~(W~~)2--((:V~~)' CtXJ(~ j:)J(t-e-kP1J,d~(Wy1c~.t7jJ'l
(4.8) v=okooL C I<y +Uy 'J 6
In analogy with (11.2) the amplitude spectrum is given by

(4.9) lIy =
I

6'1-8
2.

~$k(W;:4-~-4,:{U:\IJ:) Ct7.J(~~) -) (f- e -ky1)
. k0 I>L l

-

, )\
y' - ~ y'

and the phase by
,

(11.10) 5v = 0
'

l
-~(w;.L) +(Wy7)~(wp ;) > 0

:t W-/WJl" .::::::.0
It is thlts spectrum.which we are going to compare with the

measured spectrum of the Inuid S201 at all speeds tested. In

order to show the general features the amplitude spectrum for

five selected values of the velocity parameter fo has been,

plotted in Fig.7. For this purpose a nondimensional form has

been chosen but dimensional scales applying to our model are

added. This d~agram shows the advantage of multiplying the

amplitude by ko. The function plotted has the same order of

magnitude in the entire range of interest. Nondimensional longi-

tudinal wave number ha~ been chosen as the base because the zeros

are then independent of Yo. But separate scales of transverse

wave number have also been shown for each Yo.

Corrections to free-wave spectrum: It was stated at the outset

of the paper that the ultimate aim would be to scrutinize the

validity of INUI~s elaborate system of corrections by comparing

the theoretical and measured spectra. Before beginning with

such comparison let us first enumerate them and then illustrate

their effect by taking one at a time. The corrections are

[2, p. 205-- 215]:
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Finite wave, height correction to bow and stern wave

Hull's self interference correction to bow wave

Total correction to bow wave on reaching the stern

Viscosity correction to stern wave

Total correction to stern wave

Phase shift correction due to viscosity etc.

Y /

a' .-

a = y a'.

ß '

ß = yß'

6

It is obvious that as far as our analysis of the waves behind

the ship is concerned we need consider only three factors,
~

namelyoc, J3 undo.. To illustrate their effect formally let the

theoretical free-wave system be composed of bow and stern waves

as follows

(l1.11) (,rX";,) = ~(X;#) -I-~(Y;~)
then the corrected free-wave system would be

(4.12) frX;l) = C(tß(~1-)+;3 ts (x---dL/,)

or rewriting (4.8) as

(Li.12) .~
=~/!f 's- ~f:lAtf~~~~~ ';) s;"f,t-!ZJtJyrmft" f)W1(b~Vy<

-.

+;5 ~}~fi:(-kv~~ -:'1)A iJ s;., (r--~fJL) wy-cus(x-- ;- f-dL) tUy}

It will be seen from the above that the ~or:eections ~ and. f3.
'(!~"~I/

~
applied alone can also be interpreted as corrections to virtual

breadth B or better to source strength parametetuBtLleB~th [

cannot be regarded strictly as a virtual length correction

because it is not applied consistently to L. in (4.13). The

following alternative corrections are proposed:

Correction factor to B/L of forebody

Correction factor to B/L of afterbody

Percentage correction to L

To illustrate the subtle difference consider the corrected system

SYs~t em=;
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with LI = (1+6)L. It is clear that for & = 0 the new factors
Ci' and ~ are equivalent to a- and tB. But even for small values

cl
,7 /:'\

of the difference in band , would be small except when

(wiL/2) is small i.e. at high speeds. Although the alternative

proposal may be practically no better than the original the

following argument is suggested. When applying empirical cor~

rections to a chain of causes and effects the more general and

perspicuous would 'be a correction the earl~er it is applied.

If wave resistance is the effect of the form then HAVELOCK's

[6J core-ectionsare mo-regeneral t-hannWIGLEY's [31 because

they are applied to the form rather than directly to resistance.

INUI's corrections are interm~diate in character for they are

applied to the waves and the above approach may push them back

one step along the causa 1 chain by interpreting them as con-

sistent corrections to virtual form parameters.

by the measured spectr.um.

As can be readily seen it

tends to cause'a phase

shift of the stern wave

Further ~ new separation correction E to the stern wave was con-
'rt'Isidered propted partly by the observed wave pattern and partly

--;r-/~/
~ ./

;1
/

-;;:/---./

by ~---~ _ - fCL(2 --

(4.15) (EL/2)I;Jl =(cL/2)tlp/WJ/ ~~,
It thus tends to compete with ~
the correction cf for higher values of V

~

The effect of all these corrections on amplitude and phase

spectrum has been illustrated by concrete examples in self-

explanatory Figs. 8 to 10. As is usual in nature the effect

of ~ and f3 is to round off the corners and the steps of the

theoretical amplitude and phase spectra. The quite different

effects of cf and €. in Fig.9 as weIl as F1g.10 should be noted.
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Comparison of. ealeulated and measured free-wave speetrum:

The ealeulated and measured speetrum of the jnuid 8201 has

been vompared for 18 speeds in the light of the foregoing

eorreetions. Four typieal results are reprodueed in Figs. 11

to 14. (These eases are marked by erosses in Fig.6 to show

that INUIts eorreetions appear eompletely justified if only

resistanee is eompared.) Eaeh Fig. shows besides the measured

amplitude speetrum (two sets in Figs. 11 and 12) three~ eal-

eulated eurves. Firstly the uneorreeted theoretieal eurve

lying as expeeted wide of the mark speeially at lower speeds.

8eeondly a eorreeted eurve ealeulated strietly aeeording to

the values of the eorreetion faetors given by INUI for his

model 8201 [2, p. 3112-11).disregarding any seale effeet, b,etween

his model (L = 1,75 m) and ours (L = 4 m). And lastly a seeond

eorreeted eurve found by adjusting the values of the faetors

j~st defined to fit the measured speet~um. This is not a sys-

tematie least squares fit but found rather by inspeptio&~nd

trial and error. However, it is unlikely that a substantially

better fit rnn be obtainedby using these faetors alone. '

.

"

'; .,:'.
'.
~

.'
.,. ...;

;..' ~
., ~.

On the whole INUI's eorreetion faetors lead to a fair quali-
:

"tative agreement with the result of 0\lr \vave analY$is, \vhieh

is quite remarkable in view of the faet that his analysis was

based almost only on a study of" the resistanee eurve. The

weak points of his set of eorreetions seem to be the eontro-

versial faetors 6 and a~ and it is doubtful whether his inter-

pretations' in terms of the transverse wave (1)= 0) is eompatible( .

with the results of our analysis. However, it should be ad-

mitted that his transverse wave may mean something different

from the elementary wave eonsidered here. His loeally deter-

mined transverse wave would be more subjeet to the influenee

of viseous wake than ours whieh has been averaged"from the

entire wave system.

Good quantitative agreement ean be obtained by adjusting the

values of the eorreetion faetors to the measured data. However

it beeomes inereasingly diffieult for higher values of Froude

number and for lligher -9 at any given FroUde number.
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v. CONCLUSIONS

In view of the fluid state of the question of wave analysis

it would be premature to draw final conclusions without

hearing the other evidence to be presented at the seminar.

Nevertheless it may be expedient to underline the main

results of this paper.

Theoretically the possibilitt of determining the wave

resistance of a ship in horizontally unbounded fluid from

surface profile measurements along sections transverse or

lateral to the direction of motion has been shown using a

uniform approach based on the concept of the linearised

free-wave potential.

Experimental evidence has been brought from numerous stereo-

photogrammetric and sonic wave measurements that the actual

surface elevation behind a model in a towtng tank can be

represnnted by a general linearised free-wave system with

good approximation.

Compa~ison of the calculated and measured free-wave spectrum

of an Inuid in steady motion in the light of INUI's elaborate

semi-empirical corrections for viscosity and nonlinearity

have revealed features which could ~ardly have been detected

b~ a comparison of resistance alone.
'.
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APPENDIX

The variable resistance paradox: While deriving the relation

(2.23) between the spectrum of "the linearised free-wave system

(2.9) and the associated wave resistance with the help of the

rearranged moment um equations (2.6) and (2.7) it was tm:'citly

assumed that the condition of continuity (2.3) is exactly ful-

filled. Paradoxical mesults may be obtained if the following

complete momentum relations are used to calculate the wave

resistance of the linearised potential.

From (2.1) and (2.2) we get for transverse sections

(A.1) R, = e~_
(?;~+;

(I/;:2-f;( ~ l2)d!fd~-e/l2( tdtl- et/f! f;clttdc
r2 ~:: J!3 d 2 rJ if

-23
<:f ~ d'

and for lateral sections

(A.2)R := %'J1;-di:dY-efb fjJ;-d2dr'-+el0%1 oIz-d~-e'Yt~d~d~
The reason is that the last two terms in each equation, usually

neglected on grounds of continuity, may actually yield contri-

butions of the same order as the remaining terms if the linear-

ised potential is used. I fear, this paradox can be genminely

resolved only in terms of a higher order theory (cf. WHITHAH,

Journ.Fl.Hech., Jan.1962) but the following modus vivendi with

the linearised potential is suggested. Consistent results can

be obtained if the linearised potential is regarded as the

exact solution of the linearisdd problem, in which the upper

boundary is not the physical free surface F, but the geometrical

surface E (z = 0) with the hypothetical property (2.16); there

is no wave height and no variation of potential energy but there

is a diffusion of fluid and momentum through the boundary E,
J'"

c- and ; can be retained as a symbol for -(V/g)~ on E to sho,v the

analogy with the real physical problem.

To illustrate the above argument let

case of a transverse plane wave in a

linearised potential is

(A. 3 )- 5f= AQVeYyC(ko 2) L0"0ß'oX)

and the linearised surface elevation

us consider the simple

tank of unit width. The

The usual procedure would be to start with the "linearised"



momentum or energy relation
. 0

(A. 5) - R = ~ ,2+ ; 100
f ~ 2_ Jf}) ci z-

int~oduce Z;, rp x ,f
z

accord ing to (A. ll) and (A. 3) and obtain

the standard result

(A.6) R = fl2 A 2

'I-
'0

However, if we start from the exact moment um equation

(A.7) R= f?J (zd2 -f-f{(Y1L- J;;dz- e ~/Vdc - ev1~d~
/B-R ~ 8-A 8

use (A.3) for)p and calculate consistently to second order

in amplitude A we get the variable resistance paradoxo .

(A. 8 ) R = 4' -112+ e:r Ii,/~n
~
(Ao rtj

The error resulting from the vialation of the condition of

continuity does not vanish even when averaged over x. A

higher order theory like that of STOKES would resolve the

paradox by demonstrating a small difference in mean level

and/or velocity between the control surfaces A and B. But the

alternative problem approach suggested above will also yield

consistent results. It can be verified using (A.3) that the

following equation of continuity is exactly satisfied.

(A. 9) f2 (t/d-E - G! ( ~ ci;r- {2( (V+ fJx-)d:z: = 0
./P.E )F C

/13~
Further the appropriate moment um equation

(A.I0) R =J;E(Y;~r:jd2 - et ~%d~
using (A.3) and the boundary condition .~ = -k a? on E again

,/ xx oJz
leads to the standard result (A.6). It is intere~ting that

the contribution to R from diffusion through E in the arti-

ficial problem corresponds to the potential energy term in

the natural problem.

It may be noted.that for all oblique

tank the paradox does not arise. The

is more complicated.

elementary wave~ in a

unbounded fluid problem
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